IntactNet
Mobile Security Dome

PROTECT
YOUR MISSION
ENHANCE YOUR ORGANIZATION PROTECTION.
SAFELY COMMUNICATE WITH INTACTNET,
AN ULTRA-SECURED SELF-SUSTAINED
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SUITE.

Governmental organizations and private sector enterprises are increasingly depending on mobile devices and public cellular networks to effectively
perform mission-critical tasks. At the same time, mobile threat space intensifies and challenges the benefits of mobility by imposing a risk of
compromising intelligence. Cybercriminals can effortlessly steal money and alter business courses by penetrating enterprise networks, hijacking
mobile sessions, capturing credentials, delivering a targeted exploit, and assuming full control of every function on mobile devices. Accordingly,
secretive organizations and high-profile businesses are compelled to highly safeguard organizational mobile devices, communications, and data.

IntactNet - Security By Your Needs
IntactNet is a unique tactical mobile communication suite built for enterprises, homeland security, and intelligence units. It delivers a Mobile Security
Dome against mobile attack vectors ensuring the highest level of mobile security. It meets the unique challenges of your industry for total security.
IntactNet secures your organization’s communications, eliminates most major mobile security breaches, and prevents successful attacks.
IntactNet enables quick and secure distribution of directives and messages, faster coordination, and complete confidentiality.
Leverage the power of a comprehensive purpose-built portfolio to drive high-security mobility management for your organization.

IntactNet Components

10 IntactPhone Devices

IntactPhone is a high-grade, secure mobile phone built from the ground up to provide you with the ultimate defense
against mobile cyber-crime. IntactPhone trusted hardware runs a purpose-built security-rich operating system, fused
command-and-control application with extended defense controls, built-in secure communications, and multiple
security and performance assurance utilities. These components form the Intact Mobile Security platform.

1 Intact Admin Tablet

Intact Admin Tablet provides system administrators with central governance over IntactPhone devices and swift and
flexible alignment towards IntactNet in-field use. It enables assets management, users management, defense controls
management for superior protection, mobile use restrictions and applications management for dedicated use and
complete remote control for immediate security and performance remediation.

1 Intact Server

A configuration-ready server unifying CommuniTake Intact Mobile Security system, a built-in SIP server for secure
VoIP communications, an embedded persistent VPN for obfuscation across communications and use, and locally
stored data. The Intact server forms an on-premises inner-organization wireless communication network for a highly
protected fully safe environment that you control.
*Picture shown is for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

Make Security Right
Secure Communications
Communicate securely via military-grade solutions including,
ZRTP encryption over voice calls, and AES 256-bit encryption over
messaging. Manage secure communications via a central console
with a simple and intuitive interface.

Safeguard the Network
Deploy locally an inner-organization wireless communication
network for highly protected enterprise mobility. Exchange
encrypted voice calls and messages in a fully safe environment that
you control.

Fuse Defense Controls
Centrally secure and manage mobile devices, data, and apps with
granular compliance monitoring. Set advanced security features
built for high-security mobility management including, conditional
access to the mobile communications environment, extended antieavesdropping use restrictions, remediating vulnerabilities, unique
defense controls over device resources, timely security patches, and
remote device lock or wipe.

Harden Endpoint Security
Deploy multi-layered defense via unique security enablers: custombuilt operating system with extended security capabilities; secure
boot process with integrity validation; obfuscation layer across
device resources for dismantling malicious attacks; threat detection
across cell-towers, Wi-Fi networks and apps; built-in antimalware
and network monitoring, and replacement of Google services with
proprietary app store and push notification for maximum privacy.

Enable Productivity
Provide on-device self-troubleshooting app for resolving
connectivity and performance issues anywhere, anytime. Operate
complete remote control over mobile devices from afar ensuring
security posture and seamless device operation by remote experts,
regardless device physical location.

Be Regulation-Ready
Adhere to international guidelines for information security products
suited for government deployments. Run FIPS -140-2 based
encryption and compliance to the Common Criteria framework.
Record and archive communications and solely maintain the
decryption keys for lawful requests.

Easily Deploy
We designed and preinstalled IntactNet so you can roll out superior
mobile security quickly, smoothly and inexpensively. Benefit from
rapid deployment of a well-proven product, with the added
advantages of using the same core and with no backdoors.
IntactNet can be delivered with or without a tactical case.

CommuniTake is a software company that builds security, productivity, and management solutions to guarantee the highest level of mobile security
for individuals and organizations. Learn more at communitake.com or please contact us at contact@communitake.com

